This study aims to clarify the types of composition in the editorial order of the photographs on architectural magazines. To achieve this aim, this study set the focus to 118 columns which is showing Japanese contemporary houses and analyzed these columns with viewing from the character of photograph on each page, the number of photograph and the size of photograph on each page.
, 1. This study aims to clarify the types of composition in the editorial order of the photographs on architectural magazines. And to achieve this aim, this study set the columns on "Shinkenchiku Jutakutokushu" published from
September.2000 to Octorber.2014 which is showing Japanese contemporary urban houses as one of the case studies. This is because, it is needed to make a right comparison with each other that not only the volume of the architectural space should not have the variety but also the forms of editorial should not have the variety. Under these conditions, 337 columns are selected at first. And with checking how many numbers of pages are adapted to each column, this study decided to analyze on 118 columns composed by 6 pages (3sets of pages) which are found out the most mainly numbers of pages in 337 columns.
Three points of view as the method of analysis are adapted in this study, that is 1) the character of photograph,
2) the number of photograph, 3) the size of photograph.
Then as the result of analysis about the character of photograph on each set of pages, 6 patterns are extracted. And it is found out that these 6 patterns can be interpreted to 2 types of meaning groups that is "c-1 continuously scene composition" and "c-2 in-continuously scene composition".
At the same time, 5 patterns that is the result of analysis about the number of photographs on each set of pages are extracted and it is found out that these 5 patterns can be interpreted to 3 types of meaning groups that is "d-1)
the explanation in detail on the 2-divided set of pages", "d-2) the explanation in detail on the middle set of pages" and "d-3) the explanation in detail on the end-part set of pages"
And 4 patterns that is the result of analysis about the size of photographs on each set of pages are extracted and it is found out that these 4 patterns can be interpreted to 2 types of meaning groups that is "m-1) the main theme on the middle set of pages" and "m-2) the main theme on the front set of pages".
After these analyses, all types of meaning groups that is interpreted by above analyses are integrated and it is clarified typical 10 types of composition in the editorial order of the photographs on architectural magazines that is; As the conclusion of this study, it is interpreted that these typical 10 types of composition can be make the 6 groups (the combination of 2 by 3) from the point of view to the meaning of groups "continuously or in-continuously scene composition" by "the explanation in detail on the 2-divided set of pages or the end-part or the middle set of pages". In addition to this, the group of "the explanation in detail on the 2-divided set of pages" is included only the group of "the main theme on the middle set of pages". On the other hand, the groups of "the explanation in detail on the end-part set of pages" and "the explanation in detail on the middle set of pages" are included "the main theme on the front set of pages".
Finally, it is found out that these typical 10 types are adapted the arrangement of the main theme on the front set of pages and the explanation in detail on the end-part set of pages in common.
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